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Google Threatens to Withdraw from China: Who 
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Outsell Information Industry 2009 Wrap-up 

Huge Shake-up at Dow Jones Management 

BOL Thailand Receives ISO/IEC Certification; 

TransUnion Acquires Health Care Insurance 

Information Company 

eMarketing Association Network Group 2
nd

 largest 

on LinkedIn.   BIIA is building its own group on 

LinkedIn 

The Portrait of a New Consumer 

Critique on Quality of Consumer Credit Continues 

in Germany 

Member News: 

Creditreform rebrands Trade Information Program 

Equifax to Establish Credit Information Company 

in India 

TransUnion Risk Indices on Credit and Insurance 

diverge, suggest improving risk conditions 

FICO Fourth Quarter Results 

Sinotrust in the News 

What you should know about Google 

Industry News 

InfoGroup unveils Unified Brand Campaign 

Coface gets an Injection in Capital 

Experian in the News 

Thomson Reuters 

News from China 

Alibaba‟s Shares Rise on Robust Export Data 

China‟s Social Credit System 1999 – 2009 

Baidu in the News 

From the User Corner 

Credit Crunch Revisited:  More Mia Culpas 

M&A – Divestitures – Alliances 

People of the Move 

 

Responding to new regulatory 

initiatives has become an 

important element of BIIA‟s 

member services. 

Prompted by the global financial 

crisis regulators are examining 

the role of credit information 

services in the debacle and 

working on new regulatory 

frameworks.  Consumer credit 

reporting, the FICO score in 

particular, credit scoring in 

general, plus rating services have 

come under renewed scrutiny.  

Unfortunately, commercial credit 

information, which was not 

involved in the subprime crisis, is 

now being tarnished with the 

same brush.   

Regulators are trying to impose 

licensing regimes, quality norms 

and consent provisions on 

commercial credit information.   

Thanks to the members of the 

regulatory committee and our 

board of directors BIIA was able to 

respond with an industry position 

and in some cases engage with 

regulators.    

To back up its industry position 

BIIA has issued a „White Paper‟ on 

Commercial Credit reporting 

Standards which is posted on: 

http://www.biia.com/library.php#304  

Documentation on a survey 

concerning current regulatory 

regimes is also posted on: 

http://www.biia.com/library.php#297  

 

FOR INDUSTRY EVENTS GO TO: http://www.biia.com/events.php  
 

http://www.biia.com/library.php#304
http://www.biia.com/library.php#297
http://www.biia.com/events.php
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

GOOGLE THREATENS TO WITHDRAW FROM CHINA:  WHO WILL BLINK FIRST? 

Google finally drew a line in the sand by declaring it will no longer censor results on Google.cn, the world‟s biggest 

internet company has set in motion a train of confrontations with Chinese authorities that could well lead to the 

closure of its local search service – though some industry observers cautioned that US diplomatic pressure may 

still yield some sort of compromise. Don‘t bet on the latter. 

In a blog post explaining its move, Google said that “over the next few weeks we will be discussing with the 

Chinese government the basis on which we could operate an unfiltered search service within the law, if at all.” It 

added:  “We recognize that this may well mean having to shut down Google.cn, and potentially our offices in 

China.”  By its own internal estimates its share of searches stands at only around 20 per cent, well behind market 

leader Baidu, and according to most external measures it is falling further behind. With online advertising in China 

lagging well behind development elsewhere, Google‟s China business probably only accounts for around $200m 

of its annual revenues. It has taken a series of setbacks to bring Google to the point of turning its back on its hard-

won foothold in China. Last year it skirmished with Chinese authorities over claims that its local service was failing 

to crack down enough on pornography, leading to sanctions that threatened to put it even further behind Baidu. 

The final straw, according to Google itself, came with what it claimed had been “a sophisticated and targeted 

attack on our corporate infrastructure originating from China that resulted in theft of intellectual property from 

Google”. For Google, China is ―truly immaterial‖, says a spokesperson for the company. At least, that is, 

when it comes to its direct business significance. This statement alone can be taken as an insult.  On the other 

hand such remarks are usually typical reactions of US companies when they cannot make it in a foreign market. 

Instead Google should talk first, remain committed to the market, abide by local laws, use more local partners and 

listen to Chinese users.  In the long run it will prevail, because market forces usually determine the outcome over 

time, which most likely will lead eventually to changes in the law. 

Government rebukes Google:  China‟s government has insisted that foreign internet companies should be able 

to operate on the Mainland providing they do so "according to the law".  Speaking after Google threatened to quit 

the country, Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Jiang Yu insisted that the internet was "open" in China.  "China like 

other countries administers the internet according to law," she said. "China's internet is open and the Chinese 

government encourages development of the internet." 

Google and Chinese Government in talks:  Google said it has begun talks with the Chinese government about 

the company‟s plan to stop censoring results from its search engine, after saying it may quit the country because 

of cyber attacks.  

A commercial affair becomes a political spat: In the past week, the Chinese government has tried to avoid a 

political fallout by treating the issue as a strictly commercial affair, and official media had been advised not to play 

it up.  The government may have concluded this strategy is not working. The internet remained abuzz with 

analysis of the political implications of the Google affair.  China has signaled a change of approach to the Google 

crisis, with state media describing the company‟s threat to pull out of the country as a political conspiracy by the 

US government (White House‟s Google). 

What experts say:  Google thinks that it has the moral high ground, the world will be behind it and China may 

have to bend to world opinion.  But will it?  It will be interesting to learn who in the end will blink first.  Google‟s 

China operations may be “officially terminated” in February, but experts believe that the Chinese government will 

block Google‟s main site.   Source:  Press Commentaries 

 

 

http://www.google.cn/
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/01/new-approach-to-china.html
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=us:BIDU
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=us:GOOG
http://www.ft.com/indepth/google-versus-china
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

OUTSELL INFO INDUSTRY 2009 YEAR-END WRAP-UP:  ‗THE THREE Ds‘ 

Outlook 2010:  A NEW DAWN, NEW DAY AND A NEW DECADE is the theme of the traditional Outsell 2009 

year-end wrap-up.  The report contains: 

 Analysis of the three main trends that require information companies to make this the "Age of 

Experience" for end-users; 

 Outsell's top 10 predictions for what will drive the Age of Experience - essential for publishers and 

information providers who want to succeed in a changing market; 

 30 to Watch – Outsell‟s annual list of innovators, disruptors, and companies that have succeeded in 

providing unique or exceptional user experiences, as examples for others to follow; 

 Outsell's recommended essential actions for publishers and information providers to achieve growth by 

delivering superior user experiences. 

The report can be purchased from www.outsellinc.com  

BIIA Comment:  None of the ‗30 to Watch‘ are BIIA members or major players in BIIA member industry space.  Only one 
company from Asia made the list:  BAIDU.com, because it is the leading contender to dominate China‟s search market. One of 
Outsell‟s essential action points is ‗Help Customers Make Money, Safe Money or Mitigate Risk‘.  That action point is spot on, 
but given the severity of the economic crisis, could have been the first action point on the list.  Given the relative importance of 
this issue it is interesting to note that only Bloomberg made the list of the ‗30 to Watch‘ as a company that is in the „risk 
mitigating‟ business.  Perhaps industry players in the risk mitigation business (credit information) specifically, and business 
information in general, ought to ask Outsell as to why they are not on the ‘30 to Watch‘ radar screen.  

HUGE SHAKE-UP AT DOW JONES 

Dow Jones is combining two of its business units: Its consumer media group -- which includes The Wall 

Street Journal, Barron's and MarketWatch -- and its research tools and news wire services.  In a top-

management shake-up, Todd Larsen, the former head of consumer business, was named president of the 

company. Stephen Daintith, Dow Jones' chief financial officer, will take on the additional job of chief 

operating officer.  Clare Hart, who was president of the enterprise media group, is leaving the company. 

Outsell‟s analyst Ken Doctor, Affiliate Analyst and Ned May, Director & Lead Analyst commented in the latest 

Outsell Insight as follows:  “The reorganization is a further sign of pervasive change at Dow Jones since News 

Corp bought it two years ago. Through the deep recession, Dow Jones has moved to maximize the value of its 

assets while wringing cost efficiencies out of technology introductions and staff reallocation. Installing new 

leadership in both overall business and editorial direction. That leadership has made the paper -- now #1 by paid 

circulation (print + online) in the U.S. -- into a more general news daily, with strong business coverage, in contrast 

to its longtime position as the nation's business daily.”  “…in Clare Hart's departure, Dow Jones loses one of its 

most recognized and respected figures in the marketplace. Hart has been a clear leader in the news aggregation 

business, and incidentally, one of the few women at the top of major information industry enterprises. She also 

leaves Dow Jones a significantly less diverse company at the top.” Source:  Silicon Alley Insider/Outsell Insight 

FIRST DATA PURCHASES ICICI MERCHANT SERVICES 

First Data, a provider of payments processing services, purchased an 81% stake in ICICI Merchant Services, an 

alliance between First Data and ICICI Bank. First Data will provide merchant acquiring services to the Indian 

market by capitalizing on ICICI Bank‟s existing 150, 000 merchants.  Source: The Asian Banker 

  

http://www.outsellinc.com/
http://www.businessinsider.com/shake-up-at-dow-jones-2010-1
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

BUSINESS PAYMENTS CONTINUE TO DECLINE, ACCORDING TO EXPERIAN‟S 

LATEST BUSINESS BENCHMARK REPORT 

Costa Mesa, Calif., Dec. 16, 2009 — Experian® announced the results of its monthly Business Benchmark 

Report. During the month of November, the majority of measurements in the report show that payment 

performance is continuing to deteriorate nationwide across most industries, geographies and businesses of all 

sizes. Still, businesses with 100 to 1,000 employees began showing improvement in overall dollars delinquent, 

indicating there may be some stability in that important business segment. In addition, businesses with no 

employees (or non-employer firms) continue to perform better than most of their counterparts, with the exception 

of dollars delinquent over 90 days.    Source:  Experian Press Release 

KEY B-TO-B MEDIA PLATFORMS CONTINUE TO BE IMPACTED BY ECONOMY 

Trade show revenue declines 19.2%, digital revenue declines 3.0%, print revenue declines 25.7% in first 

three quarters of 2009 

During Q3 2009, revenues continued to decline for each of the three b-to-b media platforms at approximately the 

same rate they declined during the first half of the year. Total b-to-b spending after the first three quarters of 2009 

(tradeshows, print, digital) was $15.1 billion, reflecting a decline of 19.3% versus the same period in 2008. 

RATE OF DECLINE 

 First Half of 2009 Q3 2009 

Trade Shows 18.6% 19.2% 

Print 26.5% 25.7% 

Digital 3.0% 3.0% 

SHARE OF REVENUE IN FIRST THREE QUARTERS 

 2008 2009 

Trade Shows 41.6% 41.6% 

Print 40.7% 37.4% 

Digital 17.7% 20.9% 

Source:   CEIR; Digital revenue sources include: ABM members, PricewaterhouseCoopers/IAB, eMarketer, and Outsell 

BOL THAILAND RECEIVES ISO / IEC 27001:2005 CERTIFICATION 

BOL has been certified Information Security Management System (ISMS) as Standard ISO / IEC 27001:2005 from 

Bureau Veritas Certification (Thailand) Co. Ltd. standard is the best in Information Security Management System. 

That great success in one of BOL dedicated data services for business customer‟s efficiency and quality is 

recognized internationally as a professional.  Ensure to customer to use the data service is perfect. 

Source:  BOL Press Release 

 

 

http://experian.global-pressoffice.com/documents/showdoc.cfm
https://www.bol.co.th/en/home/news_event.aspx?wnw_id=48
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

TRANSUNION ACQUIRES HEALTHCARE INSURANCE INFORMATION COMPANY 

MEDDATA  

Purchase to Improve Data Quality and Transaction Accuracy in Healthcare Revenue Cycle Management 

Industry  

TransUnion announced it acquired MedData LLC. The Charlotte-based company provides healthcare insurance 

information and data solutions for hospitals, physician practices and major healthcare insurance companies. 

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.  

"The healthcare industry is on the brink of an evolution in terms of the effective use and application of patient 

data, analytics and decisioning technologies in revenue cycle management," said Milton Silva-Craig, executive 

vice president of TransUnion's healthcare vertical. "The combination of TransUnion's and MedData's unique and 

complementary data sets and solutions positions us to be a driving force in this change, improving the quality and 

accuracy of transactions while helping 'bend' the national healthcare cost curve."  

MedData marks TransUnion's second acquisition within the healthcare arena over the last two years. In 2007, 

TransUnion acquired Fort Lauderdale-based ADSR, a web-based solution that addressed the growing self-pay 

and charity care population.  

MedData, founded in 1997, is the healthcare division of AGDATA, L.P. MedData was formed to apply and use 

state-of-the-art database and real-time transaction processing technology for the healthcare industry. MedData 

blends database management expertise with web-based technology to automate critical healthcare transactions, 

enabling physician offices, hospitals, and billing services to more quickly and accurately complete transactions 

sent to and received from the nation's payers. 

Source:  TransUnion Press Release 

BIIA Comment:  This acquisition manifests a trend of consumer information companies (Experian and FICO) 

moving into verticals such as health care information management.   

eMARKETING ASSOCIATION NETWORK GROUP 2nd LARGEST ON LINKEDIN 

eMarketing Association Network Group – has passed the 200,000 member mark. 

This makes it the 2nd largest group on LinkedIn and the largest marketing network in the world.  In appreciation, 

eMarketing extends to all group members a 10% discount for the Annual Conference, (featuring a dynamic track 

on social marketing, with Patrick Crane, Vice President of Marketing for LinkedIn, keynoting).   

 

REGISTER FOR THE CONFERENCE AT: http://www.emarketingassociation.com/2010/SF/register.html  

CHECK MEMBERSHIPS, ONLINE COURSES AND CERTIFICATIONS AT: 

http://www.emarketingassociation.com/index.shtml  

 

Join the BIIA Group on LinkedIn:  BIIA – Business Information Industry Association Network 

 
 

http://www.transunionhealthcare.com/
http://www.transunionhealthcare.com/
https://www.transunion.com/healthcare/capabilities/segmentAnalysis.page
https://www.transunion.com/healthcare/capabilities/segmentAnalysis.page
http://www.transunionhealthcare.com/
http://newsroom.transunion.com/easyir/customrel.do?easyirid=DC2167C025A9EA04&version=live&prid=572786&releasejsp=custom_144
http://www.emarketingassociation.com/2010/SF/register.html
http://www.emarketingassociation.com/index.shtml
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1790716&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

PORTRAIT OF THE NEW CONSUMER – A US PERSPECTIVE 

For the most part the “new” consumer is much like the “old” consumer as most of the traditional motivations are 

still in place. The subtle differences between the consumer that dominated in the early part of this decade and the 

one that dominates now matter tremendously.  The most important change in consumer behavior over the last 

century has been the ability of ordinary people to use credit but Credit has come under some severe attacks of 

late.  There are some obvious issues that have contributed to the decline in the economy. It is hard to avoid the 

conclusion that much of the collapse can be attributed to the poor decisions that were made regarding credit by 

the government, by the banks, by investors and by consumers. Nobody looks very good in this examination.  

The rush to major luxury living has faded dramatically and once again the media is reflecting it as shows on 

ostentatious spending have been replaced with ways to live frugally.  Now the consumer is in transition again and 

the goal of the business community is figuring out what makes them tick now. There are three characteristics that 

have started to emerge as long term adjustments: 

1. The first is the most obvious and possibly the shortest term adjustment. People are feeling pinched and 

are reacting with frugality.   

2. The second trend may last a bit longer as this has to do with the latest attitude shift. Consumers are now 

seeking to be more “responsible” in their purchases.   

3. The third trend that seems to be emerging is that people are shifting focus from themselves to others – 

usually their immediate family. One of the outcomes of a recession is that people become a lot more 

attuned to their personal safety net. 

Courtesy of Dr. Chris Kuehl, Armada Corporate Intelligence   

To read the full story click on the link:  http://www.biia.com/memberNewsPW.php  

BIIA Comment:  The newfound frugality of the USA consumer has serious implications on the cross border trade 

between the rest of the world and the USA.   For the information industry there will be less cross border 

transactions because the information consumption will shift from new credit assessment to monitoring and 

liquidity management.  With regard to domestic credit the implications are the same, less new credit applications 

means less transaction based information solutions and the current concentration on monitoring and liquidity 

management will prevail. 

CRITIQUE ON QUALITY OF CONSUMER CREDIT DATA CONTINUES IN GERMANY 

According to BIIA‟s partner PASSWORD, Germany the German Ministry of consumer affairs continues to criticize German 

suppliers of consumer credit information.   The ministry had ordered a representative study from the Munich based GP 

Forschungsgruppe (Market Research) which found that 19% of respondents had been denied credit because of faulty data.  

The denied requests involved applications for opening of bank accounts, lines of credit, credit cards, Mobil phones, and mail 

order purchases.  

The minister for consumer affairs (Ms. Ilse Aigner) has advised German credit bureaus to correct errors, to accept the 

responsibility for the accuracy of credit information; and not to wait until the new data protection law goes into effect.   As of April 

1
st
 of 2010 every consumer has the right to request detailed information kept on file by credit bureaus, and to have errors 

corrected.  The consumer has the right to request the following information:  What is „my‟ credit score?  Which score values 

have been passed on in response to inquiries and who has requested „my‟ scores.  Which data elements were used to calculate 

the credit score?  How was the score derived?  What is the significance of „my‟ score?  Source:  PASSWORD, Germany 

 

 
 

http://www.biia.com/memberNewsPW.php
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MEMBER NEWS  
 

CREDITREFORM REBRANDS TRADE INFORMATION PROGRAM 

Creditreform‟s trade information program (ZAC – Zahlungserfahrungen Creditreform) will receive a new brand and 

henceforth will be called „Debitorenregister Deutschland‟ (Debtor Register Germany).  The objective of the 

rebranding is to achieve a higher acceptance of the concept of trade information sharing.  The „Creditreform 

Debitoren Register‟ is based on the concept of reciprocity.  Contributors to the Creditreform trade data pool will 

receive free of charge a complete analysis how their respective clients pay other suppliers.  The current data pool 

of trade information contains 86 million trade lines.  The trade information pool is growing by 3 million trade lines 

per month.   Source: Password, Germany 

EQUIFAX TO ESTABLISH NEW CREDIT INFORMATION COMPANY IN INDIA 

Mumbai, January 12, 2010 -- Equifax Inc. (NYSE:EFX), announced it has formed Equifax Credit Information 

Services Private Limited (ECIS), a joint venture between Equifax and six leading Indian financial institutions, to 

provide a broad range of credit data and information solutions throughout India. The financial institutions include 

Bank of Baroda, Bank of India, Kotak Mahindra Prime Limited, Religare Finvest Limited, Sundaram Finance 

Limited and Union Bank of India.  Equifax applied to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) for a Certificate of 

Registration to establish the new credit information company under The Credit Information Companies 

(Regulation) Act, 2005. Equifax was granted in-principle approval in April 2009. 

"We are very excited to be working with several of the largest financial institutions in India to establish this new 

joint venture,” said Samir Bhatia, Managing Director & CEO of ECIS. "Equifax's 110 year history in providing 

leading credit information solutions globally, along with our partners India financial services marketplace 

experience, is a winning combination." 

Shahid Charania, Managing Director – Emerging Markets, Equifax Inc, said "We will make a significant difference 

to the Credit Information Services business in India by bringing a variety of products from our extensive product 

suite and leveraging our global expertise and presence." 

Equifax is one of only a select few companies (CRIBIL, Experian, High Mark Credit) who will be operating a credit 

information company in India. Initially the new company will offer Credit Information Reports and ID products and 

services for the India market.   Source: Equifax Press Release  

TRANSUNION RISK INDICES ON CREDIT AND INSURANCE DIVERGE, SUGGEST 

IMPROVING RISK CONDITIONS NATIONALLY  

TransUnion reported that during the third quarter of 2009 two of its proprietary risk indices used to manage 

portfolio risk, the Credit Risk Index (CRI) and the Insurance Risk Index (IRI), diverged suggesting that U.S. risk 

conditions are beginning to improve.  

During the third quarter of 2009, TransUnion's Credit Risk Index increased nationally 0.8 percent to 129.3 from 

128.3 in the previous quarter. The Insurance Risk Index decreased 0.1 percent from 99.6 in the second quarter of 

2009 to 99.5 in the third quarter of 2009. The last time these two risk indices went in different directions was 

during the first quarter of 2007, prior to the current recession.  

Source:  TransUnion Press Release 

 
 

http://www.equifax.com/cs7/Satellite?c=EFX_News_C&childpagename=US%2FEFX_News_C%2FPressReleasePage&cid=1187892595218&p=1182374863790&packedargs=locale%3Den_us&pagename=EFX%2FWrapper
http://newsroom.transunion.com/easyir/customrel.do?easyirid=DC2167C025A9EA04&version=live&prid=573937&releasejsp=custom_144
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MEMBER NEWS  
 

FICO: FOURTH QUARTER AND FISCAL 2009 RESULTS  

The company reported fourth quarter revenues of $151.9 million in fiscal 2009 versus $178.2 million reported in the 

prior year period.  For fiscal year ending Sept 30
th

, 2009 revenues were $630.7 million versus $744.8 for the 

prior year period.  Revenues for fourth quarter fiscal 2009 and full year 2009 across each of the company‟s four 

operating segments were as follows: 

 Strategy Machine® Solutions revenues were $82.9 million in the fourth quarter compared to $94.5 million 

in the prior year quarter, or a decrease of 12%, primarily due to the divestiture of our telecom product 

lines.  Total revenues were $338.7 vs. $388.1 million of the prior year. 

 Scoring Solutions revenues were $31.8 million in the fourth quarter compared to $37.3 million in the prior 

year quarter, or a decrease of 15%, primarily due to a decrease in revenues derived from our credit bureau 

risk scores. Total revenues were $131.6 vs. 156.8 million of the prior year. 

 Professional Services revenues were $25.0 million in the fourth quarter compared to $33.2 million in the 

prior year quarter, or a decrease of 25%, primarily due to the general decline in license sales, resulting in a 

corresponding decline in implementation services.  This decline is also the result of a practice of 

discontinuing certain lower margin consulting service engagements that was started in early fiscal 2009.  

Total revenues were $111.1 vs. $147.8 million of the prior year. 

 Analytic Software Tools revenues decreased to $12.2 million in the fourth quarter compared to $13.2 

million in the prior year quarter, or a decrease of 8%, primarily due to decreases associated with the sale 

of the Blaze Advisor® product.  Total revenues were $49.1 vs. $52 million of the prior year. 

 

In light of the continuing 

uncertainty in the global 

financial markets and the limited 

visibility into our clients‟ 

spending intentions, the 

company is not providing 

specific quarterly guidance.  

However, the company expects 

to grow year-over-year GAAP 

earnings per share by a high 

single-digit percentage in fiscal 

2010 compared to fiscal 2009, 

with relatively flat results in the 

first half of the year compared to 

the prior year, and stronger 

performance in the latter half of 

fiscal 2010.    

Source:  Fair Isaac Press Release 

 

 

file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Bartel/My%20Documents/AA-BIIA%202009-12-15/Newsletter/2010%20FEBRUARY/FICO%20Announces%20Earnings%20of%20$0_35%20per%20Share%20for%20Fourth%20Quarter%202009.mht
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

SINOTRUST ON THE SIX MAJOR DIFFICULTIES IN RISK MANAGEMENT 

Source:  Sinotrust  

Fu Junsheng from Sinotrust Credit Risk Consulting Services 

presented on the Development and Utilization of Enterprises‟ Credit Data 

at a recent 2009‟Chinese Society Credit System Development Summit 

2009, organized by CMCMA and Credit Rating & Certificate Center of 

Academy of the Ministry of Commerce.  

Fu Junsheng quoted from a recent study that indicates that at present in 

China, although 98.7% of the firms are anxious to understand customer's 

credit status, and 57.4% of enterprises show different degree of worries 

about customer's credit status, only 50% of enterprises have done credit 

survey on their customers.  “In regard to information management, 

enterprises are generally facing the following six enormous difficulties: lack 

of information, limited usage of information, unshared information, 

single information, outdated information, and information distortion.‖    

SINOTRUST: MORE TRANSPARENCY IS DESIRABLE  

 

Lin Lei, the co-president and CEO of Sinotrust, recently participated in 

an in-depth dialogue at the Sohu Entrepreneurs Forum Annual Conference 

2009. In an interview with Sohu Business Lin Lei stated that ―the 

government‘s greatest support shall be the transparency of relevant 

issues, for example, transparency of policy, data and information.‖ 

Sohu Business: The economic crisis has lasted for over a year. Has 

Sinotrust been affected for the past one year?   Lin Lei: “At the first half of 

2009, Sinotrust was indeed affected by the financial crisis. Since the 

second quarter of this year, the market has gradually restored in terms of 

consumption. At the third quarter, we have recovered from low ebb. Thus, 

we think at the third quarter and fourth quarter, our business will grow 

quickly both in link relative ratio and year-on-year growth. 

For this year, we have experienced the freezing stage at the first quarter and recovery stage at the second 

quarter and third quarter. It is anticipated that the fast growth will be achieved at the fourth quarter.‖ 

Sohu Business: Recently, some experts pointed out that Chinese economy had changed from industrial 

economy to a higher level economic pattern. Also, the service industry would be further developed in the future. 

Now many leaders of the state have paid attention to this aspect. What policy and action shall the state take to 

support the service industry?  Lin Lei: “Modern service industry, particularly, the specialized service, is very 

important for the economic development and promotion.  The government‘s greatest support shall be the 

transparency of relevant issues, for example, transparency of policy, data and information. The majority of 

such information and data is controlled by the government. So, transparency (disclosed to the public) therefore is 

helpful for the specialized institutions‟ effective analysis, so as to offer the supports for the enterprises‟ major 

decision-making. Thus, the commercial decision-making is sped up, while the cost of decision making is lowered.”  

To read the full interview click on the link.  Source: Sinotrust 

 

http://www.sinotrust.cn/corpnews.do?cmd=newsdetail&id=1155
http://www.sinotrust.cn/corpnews.do?cmd=newsdetail&id=1108
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GOOGLE 
 

GOOGLE TO ENTER UK PROPERTY MARKET 

Following its launch of property portals in the USA and Australia estate agents and property websites expect 

Google to launch a similar portal in the UK in early 2010, attracting substantial advertising revenue.  The Google 

property portal allows estate agents to list properties for free, showing both pictures taken from its Street View 

service and details on a map. 

Real estate experts wonder whether Google will eventually start to charge for content which would start 

competitive battles between other real estate portals.  Early signs suggest that Australian estate agents have not 

abandoned advertising on existing websites.  UK local newspaper property advertising fell by as much as 65 per 

cent last year, a combination of the downturn in property and the rival service offered by property websites.   

Source: Financial Times 

GOOGLE FINANCE ADD REAL TIME NEWS STREAMS 

Google announced it will be streaming news along its real-time streaming stock quotes on Google Finance.   It 

stated in its release: “:  “Ever since we launched real-time and streaming quotes on Google Finance last year, 

we've heard from users how vital that up-to-date information has been. Especially in today's volatile financial 

environment, current information can be the difference between a seizing an opportunity and missing it. Today, 

we've taken a big step towards improving access to current financial information: streaming financial and market 

news on Google Finance.  Streaming real-time quotes eliminates the 15- and 20-minute delays often associated 

with pricing data. Streaming the quotes keeps information on the page up to date, without having to reload.” 

Source:  Google Blog 

GOOGLE ON THE OUTSELL ‟30 TO WATCH‟ LIST 

Google‟s push to the cloud, launch of mobile devices and operating systems, and possible move to being a Telco-

like carrier is significant.  Further, its dominance in advertising has big implications beyond web search and all the 

repercussions its evolution had. Google Wave also provides interesting experiments in inter- and intra-enterprise 

collaboration.   

Comment by Outsell in its ―Information Industry Outlook 2010: New Dawn, New Day, New Decade‖ www.outsellinc.com  

GOOGLE NEWS PUTS EXPERIMENTS ON FRONT PAGE 

Google gives its visual news experiments greater prominence, while quietly ceasing to update its AP content. 

Google integrated two of its news experiments, Fast Flip and Living Stories, into the US homepage of Google 

News today.  Living Stories, a project developed with the New York Times and the Washington Post is on the 

upper right next to Top Stories, while Fast Flip is right down at the bottom of the page. Both experiments should 

now see their audiences widen considerably.   

Source:  Guardian.co.uk 

Join the BIIA Group on LinkedIn:  BIIA – Business Information Industry Association Network 

 

 

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/528d9660-1d8b-11de-9eb3-00144feabdc0.html?nclick_check=1
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/528d9660-1d8b-11de-9eb3-00144feabdc0.html?nclick_check=1
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/6839fb26-df8b-11de-98ca-00144feab49a.html?ftcamp=rss
http://googlefinanceblog.blogspot.com/2008/06/nasdaq-quotes-go-real-time-on-google.html
http://www.google.com/finance
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/12/now-on-google-finance-streaming-news.html
http://www.outsellinc.com/
http://fastflip.googlelabs.com/
http://livingstories.googlelabs.com/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/pda/2009/dec/09/google-newspapers-living-stories
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/pda/2010/jan/11/fast-flip-living-stories-google
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1790716&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

INFOGROUP UNVEILS UNIFIED BRAND CAMPAIGN 

Infogroup (NASDAQ: IUSA),  a provider of data driven and interactive resources for 

targeted sales, marketing and research solutions has unveiled its new brand initiative, 

providing a more unified approach for helping clients market to new and existing customers.   “We see this as a 

real opportunity to come together as one company to provide our clients with the best solution sets in the market,” 

said Bill Fairfield, Infogroup‘s Chief Executive Officer.  “Our unified brand will help clients and potential clients 

better understand who we are and how we can help them.”  Fairfield added, “This is much more than a new look 

and feel for the Company. It is a transformation in the way we think and operate that will significantly help our 

customers achieve better returns with their marketing spend. Our goal is to continue our focus on bringing new 

products and services to the marketplace that will keep our customers at the forefront of technology and ahead of 

their competitors – all under one resource - Infogroup.”  

Infogroup‟s rebranding effort takes effect immediately, but the implementation will occur in a phased approach 

throughout 2010 and beyond. Many of the well-known brands such as infoUSA.com, Salesgenie.com, 

OneSource, Yesmail, Opinion Research Corporation and others will keep their name while being positioned as a 

larger part of the Infogroup family.  

InfoGroup's company information revenue fell 14.1%, the first decline after a 2003 to 2007 run with compound 

annual growth rate of 23%.  Major InfoGroup competitors performed much better: revenues from Hoover's and 

parent D&B fell by an estimated 2.8%, while revenues from the segment upstarts LinkedIn and Xing rose 67% 

and 25%, and those from specialized, deeply qualified leads providers INPUT and Onvia grew in double digits 

and 25%, respectively, in 2009 (see chart below). 

What is odd about this rebranding is the very belated re-emphasis of the renaming from infoUSA to InfoGroup that 

was originally announced in April 2008.  To launch a unified brand campaign 21 months later is not very agile, 

says Chuck Richard, Vice President & Lead Analyst of Outsell in his latest Outsell Insight:  “For now, this 

rebranding announcement only puts a facelift and new makeup on the face of weak 2009 performance. But it 

does formally bring the curtain down on the years of difficult transition from the tumultuous end of the Gupta era. 

The script of the next act is still being written.” 

Source:  Infogroup Press Release and Outsell Insight 

Comparison with major industry players 

For the thirds quarter of 2009 ending on September 30, 2009 

Infogroup delivered revenue of $125.0 million, compared to $145.0 

million for the same period in 2008, representing a decline of $20.0 

million or 14%. Excluding the effect of foreign exchange, the 

decline was $18.1 million or 12%. The revenue of $125.0 million 

exceeded the second quarter of 2009 by $3.4 million or an increase 

of 3%.  

Operating income for the third quarter of 2009 was $9.4 million, 

which included $9.3 million of restructuring, nonrecurring and non-

cash charges, compared to an operating loss of $12.4 million in the 

third quarter of 2008, which included $27.6 million of similar 

charges.   Source: Infogroup Earnings Release 

 

http://www.euroinvestor.co.uk/news/story.aspx?id=10810878&bw=20100104005847
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

COFACE GETS AN INJECTION OF CAPITAL:  NO SALE ANTICIPATED 

Coface SA, the world‟s third-largest trade-credit insurer and a unit of Natixis SA, will be profitable next year after 

it gets a 175 million-euro ($249 million) capital injection from its parent.  “We should be close to break-even in the 

fourth quarter after continuing to lose money in the third,” Chief Executive Officer Jerome Cazes said in an 

interview. “All business lines will be profitable next year.” He declined to give a full-year outlook for 2009 earnings.  

Natixis‟s board decided that Paris-based Coface, which had a 103 million-euro loss in the first half, will get a 175 

million-euro capital increase in the first quarter of 2010, Coface said earlier this week.  Coface received a 50 

million-euro capital boost in July, the company said in September.   

Trade-credit insurers, which cover the payment of trade receivables for vendors when a buyer isn‟t able to pay, 

have been hurt by the economic slowdown as corporate insolvencies rose to a record in 2009.   Coface, 

Amsterdam-based Atradius NV and Paris- based Euler Hermes SA, a unit of German insurer Allianz SE, account 

for about 85 percent of the 4.6 billion Euros in trade- credit insurance premiums globally.   

Standard & Poor‟s cut its outlook for Coface to negative from stable on Dec. 21, saying the insurer‟s “capital 

adequacy has deteriorated further in 2009 from already weak levels.”  The lowered outlook accounted for 

“challenges in restoring capital adequacy” even after the Natixis capital injection, S&P said.  The company won‟t 

need more funds after the 175 million- euro capital increase, Cazes, 55, said. S&P‟s concern “is surprising after 

several months of improvement in the credit- insurance industry,” he said.  Coface‟s long-term credit rating of A 

compares with an AA- rating with a stable outlook for Euler Hermes from S&P and an A- rating with a negative 

outlook for Atradius.  Including the capital increase, Coface‟s pro-forma shareholder equity would be 1.25 billion 

Euros at the end of 2009, Cazes said. That compares with 1.17 billion Euros at the end of 2008, according to the 

company‟s Web site. “There will be more than 500 million Euros of excess capital,” Cazes said. “This is very good 

for our current level but also very good for our ambitions in 2010, as next year we will start increasing the volume 

of our guarantees again.”  

Euler Hermes, the world‟s largest trade-credit insurer, said last month it expects to remain profitable in 2009 and 

forecast insolvencies due to the global economic slump in 2010 will match this year‟s record high. Credit-

insurance policies cover more than $2 trillion Euros of trade receivables worldwide, according to the International 

Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA).   

When asked about a possible sale of Coface following the latest capital increase, Cazes said “there are 

no plans to open the capital or for a sale of the company.”  Source: Bloomberg / BusinessWeek 

ASIAN CREDIT CLIMATE:  COFACE UPGRADES 20 COUNTRIES 

Coface, the leading international credit insurance and credit management services group, announces 20 

upgrades in country ratings, including for Hong Kong and Taiwan. Having been placed on negative watch list in 

April 2009, Hong Kong is now removed from the watch list.  “The credit crisis, which has lasted two years 

since being announced in January 2008, has been of an unprecedented magnitude for the past 60 years,” said 

Richard Burton, Regional Managing Director, Greater China, of Coface. Since the second half of 2009, 

Coface has recorded a net reduction in payment defaults. Though payment defaults were still up 19 percent in the 

first half of 2009, they declined 40 percent in the second half.  

To read the full release click on the link:  http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php  

 

 

http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

EXPERIAN ACQUIRES A-CARE SYSTEMS, INC IN JAPAN 

6 January, 2010 Tokyo, Japan – Experian announces that it has purchased an 88.5% stake in A-Care Systems, 

Inc., a leading email marketing company in Japan. A-Care Systems, Inc. will form part of Experian CheetahMail, 

the company‟s permission-based email marketing and customer intelligence services.   

 A-Care Systems, Inc. is Japan‟s largest pure play permission-based email campaign management and 

distribution company, delivering emails, hosting ASP client data and email marketing-based research. Founded in 

1999, A-Care Systems, Inc. has a leading position in fast growing market of mobile marketing 

communications.  The company has over 1,000 clients across several sectors, including manufacturing, retail and 

e-commerce and employs over 160 people, from its headquarters in Tokyo. 

The acquisition of A-Care Systems, Inc. is a further step in Experian CheetahMail‘s strategy to expand its 

new media targeted marketing activities globally. It extends the geographic reach into the key market of 

Japan; the second largest for marketing services spend globally. Following this acquisition, Experian is the largest 

permission-based email marketer globally with offices in 10 countries including the major markets of the US, the 

UK, France, Spain and Germany, in addition to a growing footprint across Asia Pacific with operations in 

Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia and New Zealand.  Source:  Experian Press Release 

CHEETAHMAIL NAMED A LEADER AMONG EMAIL SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Experian Marketing Services, a provider of customer targeting and engagement services, announced that 

Forrester Research named it as one of the leaders in The Forrester Wave: Email Marketing Service Providers, 

Q4 2009. Experian® CheetahMail®, Experian Marketing Services‟ email capability, was named a leader and 

earned the highest score in market presence when compared with other vendors in its category. According to 

Forrester, “Experian Marketing Services‟ platform has excellent production services capabilities as well as a 

comprehensive self-service application (Experian CheetahMail) that caters to 40% of its clients that work with the 

vendor in that fashion. It earned a perfect customer satisfaction score and has a long history of complex data 

integrations as well as a global footprint.”   Source: Experian Press Release 

EXPERIAN LAUNCHES ENHANCED COLLECTIONS AND RECOVERIES 

MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

Experian
®
, announced the launch of the latest version of Tallyman, the collections process management software 

which forms a core part of Experian‟s strategic Debt Collection and Recovery Suite.  The latest version of 

Tallyman provides enhanced collections functionality to help the collection and recovery process perform even 

more effectively, by enabling companies to better manage customers and their actions.  

Tallyman manages the end-to-end collections process by segmenting customers according to their risk of default 

to provide targeted management of appropriate contact strategies aimed at securing full payment of the 

outstanding debt. Using a high level of automation, the software helps reduce the cost of collection while ensuring 

that those in arrears are treated fairly and appropriately based on their circumstances.   

Source: Experian Press Release 

Join the BIIA Group on LinkedIn:  BIIA – Business Information Industry Association Network 

 

http://press.experian.com/documents/showdoc.cfm?doc=3734
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1790716&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

EXPERIAN LAUNCHES ON-DEMAND TESTING SERVICE FOR DATA DRIVEN 

MARKETING IN HONG KONG 

Hong Kong, Experian®, launched Customer Lab, a new technology service to enable organizations to rapidly 

test proof of concepts for new marketing initiatives. Based on Experian‟s robust marketing data, analytics and 

platforms, the Customer Lab service offers clients test-and-learn facilities to prove the value of quick-start 

marketing programs prior to wider investment.  Marketing capabilities are fully hosted and managed, allowing 

organizations to focus on core marketing activities rather than justification for infrastructure expenses. A 

dedicated team of Experian‟s Customer Lab‟s experts specializing in data management, marketing analytics and 

campaign management provide organizations with an extended marketing team.  

Customer Lab offers clients with an on-demand pricing model to provide the flexibility to run test programs based 

on their usage needs and business objectives. Organizations only need to pay for the capabilities they need and 

seamlessly adjust spend as marketing programs scale or when specific levels of ROI are achieved.  

Source: Experian Press Release 

EXPERIAN AND THE NATIONAL BANKERS ASSOCIATION FOUNDATION 

LAUNCH FINANCIAL LITERACY PROJECT 

Pilot program will facilitate financial education initiatives in underserved communities 

Experian®, and the National Bankers Association (NBA) Foundation today announced a new pilot program 

focusing on financial literacy outreach in underserved communities. This initiative will reach consumers through 

NBA member banks, many of which are located in distressed urban centers.  

Consumers will have the opportunity to learn how to better manage debt, how to check a credit report, what a 

credit score really means, how to protect themselves against identity theft and how life circumstances affect 

personal finances. Comprehensive and multifaceted education outreach plans will be instituted by each of the 

NBA banks participating in the initial pilot program. The project then will be expanded to other member banks 

throughout the United States. Education outreach will be conducted at bank branches, community schools, local 

churches and community organizations. A companion Website also will be developed, providing a streamlined 

method for member banks to access the entire curriculum, additional information, presentations and materials. 

Source: Experian Press Release 

THOMSON REUTERS TO CREATE DATA-DRIVEN PROFILES OF WORLD'S 
LEADING RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

PHILADELPHIA and LONDON, Jan. 6 /PRNewswire/ -- Thomson Reuters, the authority on research analytics 

and decision support citation data for more than half a century, announced that it has begun working with 

thousands of institutions and research facilities to produce a one-of-a-kind resource. This initiative, the Global 

Institutional Profiles Project, will create data-driven portraits of globally significant research institutions - combining 

peer review, scholarly outputs, citation patterns, funding levels, and faculty characteristics in one comprehensive 

database.  For more information about the Global Institutional Profiles Project, please visit: 

http://science.thomsonreuters.com/globalprofilesproject. 

 

http://science.thomsonreuters.com/globalprofilesproject
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NEWS FROM CHINA  
 

ALIBABA SHARES RISE ON ROBUST CHINA EXPORT DATA 

HONG KONG, Jan 11 (Reuters) - Shares in Alibaba.com (1688.HK), China's largest e-commerce company, rose 

5.2 percent on Monday on hopes that strong export data for China in December will boost the company's outlook. 

By 0647 GMT, the stock was trading at HK$19.80, up 5.1 percent.  Growth in China's exports and imports last 

month blew past expectations, providing fresh evidence of the vigor of the economy and strengthening the case 

for Beijing to let the Yuan start climbing again.  Source: Reuters 

ALIBABA GROUP AND CHINA EASTERN AIRLINES FORM STRATEGIC ALLIANCE 

IN E-COMMERCE 
China Eastern Airlines, a leading carrier in China, has formed a strategic alliance with Alibaba Group‟s Alipay and 

Taobao subsidiaries to expand China Eastern‟s capability to serve more customers through e-commerce.  Under 

the alliance, Alipay will provide online payment support for ticket sales on the China Eastern website 

(www.ceair.com).  China Eastern will also launch a flagship store on Taobao‟s Taobao Mall to sell tickets directly 

to customers for all domestic flight routes.   

This alliance highlights the macro trend of multinational companies turning to e-commerce to provide greater 

convenience to existing customers as well expand its customer base.  China Eastern Airlines is the latest of the 

many major companies turning to Taobao Mall and Alipay to grow their businesses and better serve customers 

across China.  Source:  Alibaba Group Press Release 

E-COMMERCE IN CHINA HITS 250Bn YUAN (US$36 bn) 

Internet shopping in China hit a staggering 250 billion Yuan ($36.6 billion) in 2009 accounting for 1.97 percent of 

all domestic retail, according to the Beijing News.  About 100 million Chinese shop online, most of which through 

consumer websites, or C2C, like Taobao.com, but it is business-to-consumer platform, or B2C, growing faster, 

according a report released by the investigation agencies Analysis and iResearch   Source: China Daily 

CHINA‟S SOCIAL CREDIT SYSTEM 1999 – 2009:  A TEN YEAR ACHIEVEMENT 

The social credit system, serving as a framework on which the government, enterprise and consumer credit 

systems are built, is a fundamental tool of putting in order the chronic chaos in the economic operation as well as 

a safety guarantee for the introduction of credit transaction and credit instruments in the market. Since it first put 

forward the concept of social credit system and its design framework in 1999, in the past ten years China has 

carved out a new path of constructing an effective credit reporting system through which China obtained lots of 

applicable experience and avoided certain unsuccessful steps experienced by some developing countries and 

has made a significant progress.  A white paper introduces the theoretical pattern of China‟s construction of its 

social credit system and summarizes nine major achievements of this endeavor. It also makes a brief analysis on 

trend of social credit system construction that is regarded now as a national policy in China and highlights a 

number of aspects where more efforts are required for this purpose. 

The writer of the white paper is Lin Junyue, Vice Chairman, the Academic Committee of China Marketing 

Association and the Chairman of its branch of Market Credit Academic council; Chairman of the Academic 

Committee of Credit Management Professionals, Occupation Skill Testing Authority, Ministry of Ministry of Human 

Resources and Social Security of China.  To read the full White Paper click on the link:  BIIA INDUSTRY LIBRARY 

 

http://uk.reuters.com/business/quotes/quote?symbol=1688.HK%09
http://news.alibaba.com/article/detail/alibaba/100206841-1-china-eastern-airlines-alibaba-group.html
http://www.biia.com/library/Scocial%20Credit%20System%20of%20China_%20artical%20NIS%202009.pdf
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NEWS FROM CHINA 
 

ACNIELSEN: CHINESE CONSUMER CONFIDENCE GROWS 

ACNielsen recently questioned more than 3000 shoppers across China, discovering that, during the third quarter, 

consumer confidence rose 12 percentage points to 101 compared with the second quarter, largely driven by 

renewed trust in job and financial prospects, according to China Daily.  

Consumers in western and central China recorded the greatest lift -- eight percentage points higher than the 

second quarter -- but shoppers in the west of the nation remain noticeably less optimistic than in other areas.  

The survey also found that the rebound in consumer confidence has not had much influence on saving habits, 

according to the newspaper. Despite the fact that almost nine out of ten Chinese consumers believe the nation is 

out of the recession, more than half continue to put spare cash firstly into savings, followed by investing in their 

children's education and purchasing new clothes, the newspaper said.  Source: China Daily / Xinhua 

BAIDU SETS UP COMPANY TO PROVIDE LICENSED ONLINE VIDEO 

Baidu, Inc. (Nasdaq: BIDU), the leading Chinese language Internet search provider, today announced its plan to 

establish a new independent company to provide licensed online video to Chinese Internet users. The new 

company will work closely with content providers to provide copyrighted premium video content including movies, 

TV series, sporting events, animation and other varied content to Internet users through an advertising supported 

model. Mr. Yu Gong, formerly president and chief operating officer of China Mobile's 12580 business, has been 

appointed chief executive officer of the new company. 

"As China's Internet industry evolves, we have seen increasing demand for high-quality video content on our 

search platform. By establishing this new company, we will be able to better serve our users and customers with 

superior content and focused resources," said Xuyang Ren, Baidu's vice president of marketing and business 

development. "I am very excited to work with Mr. Gong, who has strong experience in the internet industry in 

China, to grow our new company into a leader in the field through product innovation and a robust network of 

partnerships with leading content providers in China and globally." 

Mr. Yu Gong added, "Online video is a rapidly growing sector in China and I believe Baidu's search platform will 

provide a solid foundation for the new company to address the increasing demand for premium content. I am very 

excited to embark on this new venture." 

Prior to serving as president and chief operating officer of China Mobile's 12580 business, Mr. Yu Gong was chief 

operating officer of SOHU.com, Inc. Mr. Gong is a Beijing native and holds a Ph.D. in Automatic Control and 

Application from Tsinghua University.   Source:  Baidu / News Releases   

BAIDU SEARCH ENGINE BECOMES VICTIM OF HACKERS 

Baidu (www.baidu.com), China's biggest search engine, was hacked on Tuesday morning, and was inaccessible 

for several hours.   Chinese „netizens‟ pointed out that the hackers, who call themselves "Iranian Cyber Army", 

changed Baidu's DNS records, redirecting traffic to another site.  A Baidu insider told Chinanews.com.cn at 9:40 

(GMT+8) that the problem has been basically solved, and that "it will be OK in half an hour." But the site was still 

found inaccessible at 10:45.   Source: People's Daily Online 

 

 

 

http://english.people.com.cn/90001/90778/90861/6858484.html
http://osixmedia.com/NewsDeatail.aspx?news=444446
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NEWS FROM CHINA 
 

SHARES IN BAIDU SOAR AS KING OF CHINA‟S SEARCH ENGINES GETS A HIT 

FROM GOOGLE 

Investors are betting that Baidu will soak up much of Google‟s 30-odd per cent market share in China 

The big winner from Google‟s challenge to the Chinese Government is the home-grown internet superstar Robin 

Li, whose Baidu search company yesterday hit a record high on the Nasdaq stock market.  Shares in Baidu, 

which dominates China‟s $1 billion search market with a share of more than 60 per cent, rose 5.6 per cent to 

$464.23. The stock closed up 12 per cent on January 13th.  Investors are betting that Baidu will soak up much of 

Google‟s 30-odd per cent market share. If Google stays in China, Baidu will be in a strong position to sign up 

advertisers worried about working with Google. 

BAIDU is a Web winner:  1999 - $1.2m Initial funding raised to set up Baidu.  Today - $16bn Baidu market 

capitalization.  354% Rise in Baidu shares on their Nasdaq debut in August 2005.  Estimated personal worth of 

founder Robin Li.  Mr Li, 41, is a big name in China, an internet entrepreneur who has beaten Google at its own 

game. He was born in Shanxi province in 1968 and gained a degree in Information Management from Peking 

University in 1991 and received a master in computer science from the State University of New York at Buffalo in 

1994.  Baidu has about 300 million visitors and a market value of about $16 billion. Mr Li‟s share gives him a 

personal fortune valued at nearly $2.9 billion, according to Forbes in November. Baidu became successful by 

closely responding to local tastes and willingly co-operating with government censorship efforts. It built up a 

commanding lead in search market share after government filters slowed access to Google‟s US-based site. It 

has held on to that advantage by representing itself as the canny local service outsmarting foreigners.  

Baidu also offers a host of other internet services, including chat rooms, social networks and security software. 

The company dominates music search in China, providing links to websites that critics say offer illegal downloads. 

It is unclear whether Beijing tries to promote the site over foreign rivals. In 2006, Baidu launched a 

Chineselanguage encyclopaedia inspired by Wikipedia after access to the US site was blocked, possibly because 

it has articles about Tibet, Taiwan and other sensitive topics.  

Source: Business Times Online UK 

ECONOMIC CRIME ON THE RISE;  BUSINESS ELITE INVOLVED 

Local companies should be alert to the increasing risk of economic crimes.  Speaking at a press briefing, Tong 

Yongzheng, director of the Zhabei branch of the municipal public security bureau, said reports of commercial 

fraud and illegal fundraising had been on the rise since the second half of last year.  As the economic situation 

has worsened, the risk of fraud has increased.  “Firms must do all they can do to avoid the risk by improving their 

management procedures and being aware of the financial positions of their business partners.”  Mr. Tong 

Yongzheng said. 

A growing number of Chinese entrepreneurs are committing criminal offences, and most of them enjoy high 

political status or social recognition, a report by a senior lawyer shows. Wang Rongli, a Shenzhen-based lawyer, 

collected case files of 85 influential entrepreneurs sentenced or accused of criminal offences in 2009.   A total of 

36 were from State-owned enterprises (SOE) and 49 from private enterprises.   Statistics show the SOE 

entrepreneurs' cases involved 3.4 billion Yuan ($500 million), including 932 million Yuan from corruption and 

about 1.3 billion Yuan misappropriated.  Source:  People‘s Daily Online 

 

http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/industry_sectors/technology/article6988909.ece
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FROM THE USER CORNER 
 

ASIAN EXPORT CREDIT IS NOW ONE OF THE LARGEST CROSS BORDER BUSINESSES 

The global credit crisis caused a dramatic drop in liquidity and Asian‟s export-driven economies had taken some 

beating.  As a consequence more and more blue chip borrowers in Asia are tapping the export credit market, and 

the demand for support from Asian export credit agencies (ECAs) shows no abating.   Since supporting exports 

being one of the critical elements for achieving national goals and economic recovery, Asian governments, 

especially the export oriented countries such as China, Japan and Korea, have been injecting an abundance of 

liquidity into their export credit agencies (ECAs).   Source:  Global Trade Review – July August 2009 Issue  

www.gtreview.com  

CEO QUIZ:  WHAT DO CEOs KNOW ABOUT TRADE CREDIT 

1. What % of B2B Sales On Average Involve Credit Terms?  

Answer: 80 to 90 % or more of B2B sales involve credit terms (payment at a later date) and as commercial 

lenders have cut back on business lending the % has grown. The spread between the two as of Sept. 09 

has grown by nearly $100 billion since the end of 2008. 

2. In Businesses That Sell Products or Services Based On Payment At a Later Date, A/R On Average 

Make  Up What % of Total Assets? 

A/R is one of the largest assets and most liquid, on average 40% of total assets 

3. In Your Company Where Is the Credit Function Located, Who does It Report To? 

Answer:  In many companies Credit is still found in accounting. The reason why credit is extended is to sell 

something...Credit is primarily a sales support function and should report to the CEO or Operations, but be 

located in Sales. 

4. How Is The Performance Of the Credit Function Measured? 

Answer: DSO and % bad debt are measurements of risks and if used to measure performance will 

adversely impact profitability. What is watched gets done.  Measure for % of applied for $ approved, % 

of credit customer paying and buying, and "areas of opportunity for improvement" identified. 

  

Source:  Abe WalkingBear Sanchez Founding Member at PCCM and recent participant of the 2
nd

 World Credit Congress 

REUTERS LAUNCHED MULTIMEDIA NARRATIVE “TIMES OF CRISIS”  

Reuters launched Times of Crisis, an encyclopaedic, multimedia interactive, charting the global impact of the 

financial crisis. Spanning the year since the collapse of Lehman Brothers ? the largest bankruptcy in U.S. history?  

Times of Crisis portrays a year of upheaval, which crippled industries and crushed hopes with a force not seen 

since the Great Depression.  This immersive multimedia package, built around an interactive visual timeline, 

draws upon the full breadth of Reuters news coverage over the past year, with additional special multimedia 

reporting.   Access Times of Crisis at www.reuters.com/timesofcrisis 

http://www.gtreview.com/
http://www.reuters.com/timesofcrisis
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CREDIT CRUNCH REVISITED 
 

BASEL II BUST UP 

Bankers are back to the excessive risk taking that brought on the financial crisis. That, at least, is the fear of the 

Bank for International Settlements (BIS). The so-called “central banks‟ central bank” has summoned a number of 

private sector bank chiefs to Basel „to rap their knuckles‟ about the return of “aggressive behavior that prevailed 

during the pre-crisis period”.  

Given that the BIS was one of the few official organizations to warn of the credit crisis way back when, its latest 

admonition is worrying.  Yet, at the same time, the BIS wants to eat its cake and have it too.   Central banks want 

private bankers to take more risk. They want them to lend, even if credit demand is weak. More generally, they 

want to see funds flow out of cash and into the real economy. That, after all, is the point of near-zero interest rate 

policies and quantitative easing. The result has been a colossal and lucrative carry trade, with both welcome and 

unwanted consequences.   

During the crisis it became clear that many assets were a lot harder to sell than banks had expected.  Now the 

Basel Committee plans to require banks to keep enough liquid assets, such as cash and government bonds, to 

get through a 30-day market crisis. There will also be a second ratio that tries to match a bank‟s overall liquidity 

needs to its liabilities over a longer timeframe.  So what‟s all this about hybrid tier one capital?  

Tier one capital is the best form of bank capital – the money that the bank has in its coffers to support all the risks 

it takes: lending, trading and so on. In recent years, tier one rules have been loosened to allow in less top-notch 

capital, such as hybrid debt.  Hybrid – a halfway house between debt and equity – was issued in massive 

amounts, particularly by European banks, in recent years as a means to gear up in size without damaging credit 

ratings, or diluting shareholders.  Of course, such a dreamy instrument turned into a nightmare when the financial 

crisis hit, with hybrids unable to absorb losses, as at Northern Rock, the failed British lender.  

Source:  Financial Times Lex Column 

GOLDMAN SACHS LATEST MIA CULPA FOR ROLE IN CREDIT CRUNCH  

“We participated in things 

that were clearly wrong 

and have reasons to 

regret.  We apologize.” 

Lloyd Blankfein 

Goldman Sachs apologized for its role in the financial crisis 

on Tuesday and pledged $500m over five years – or about 

2.3 per cent of its estimated bonus and salary pool for 2009 – 

to help 10,000 US small businesses recover from the -

recession.  The moves come as the bank tries to defuse a 

political and public backlash over its plans to share billions of 

dollars among top dealmakers after rebounding sharply from 

the turmoil and earning record profits in the first nine months 

of the year.  

Lloyd Blankfein, Goldman‟s chief executive, told a corporate conference in New York that the bank regretted 

taking part in the cheap credit boom that had fuelled the pre-crisis bubble. “We participated in things that were 

clearly wrong and have reason to regret,” said Mr Blankfein. “We apologize.”  Mr Blankfein also told the 

conference he wished he had not told the UK‟s Sunday Times newspaper that Goldman did “God‟s work” – a 

remark that was seized upon by the bank‟s critics – and said it had been meant as a joke.   Source: Financial 

Times 

 

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/310b5c88-fb0d-11de-94d8-00144feab49a.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/310b5c88-fb0d-11de-94d8-00144feab49a.html
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=us:GS
http://www.ft.com/indepth/global-financial-crisis
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/3/009d9d6e-d370-11de-9607-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/05985428-d2ec-11de-af63-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/d2aa1cb8-c96d-11de-a071-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/782afd66-d3bd-11de-8caf-00144feabdc0.html
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/782afd66-d3bd-11de-8caf-00144feabdc0.html
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M&A  -  DIVESTITURES  -  ALLIANCES 
 

RECENT FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES DEALS 

Buyer Seller Comments 

Morningstar and 

Investors 

PitchBook Data US$ 3.8 million investment: Data and information 

about private equity transactions, investors, 

companies, limited partners and service 

providers 

Joint Ventures   

Interfax Russia D&B (Switzerland) AG – 

D&B worldwide network 

To make commercial, financial and marketing 

information available to the Russian and Swiss 

markets 

Standard & Poor‟s 

(McGraw-Hill 

Companies) 

ONE Holding, Corp. 

(OHC) 

OHC‟s company data to be featured via S&P‟s 

market access program, and information 

distribution service for publicly traded companies 

United Press 

International 

Reecon Advisors, Inc. To launch UPI Real Estate, a source of new and 

other information on housing markets and 

financing, residential real estate trends and 

advice 

Wolters Kluwer 

Financial Services 

(WKFS) 

LoanSifter LoanSifter users to have access to compliance 

disclosures and other financial information 

through WKFS 

Source:  Whitestone Communications Inc. 

GARTNER ACQUIRES BURTON GROUP 

Gartner has announced the acquisition of the Burton Group for approximately $56 million in cash 

(approximately 1.9 multiple).  Burton Group has approximately 41 research analysts, 40 sales and client 

service associates, and projected 2009 revenues of $30 million.  The acquisition of Burton Group is expected 

to expand Gartner's product and service offerings, and increase its IT research market opportunity.  The 

combination is also expected to drive operational efficiencies and cost savings.  Gartner financed the 

acquisition using cash and borrowings under its existing line of credit. 

Gartner has bought Burton Group on the heels of acquiring AMR (BIIA January 2010 Newsletter Page 2).  This 

is great news for Gartner but not such great news for centralized buyers or AR professionals.  Outsell Inc. 

comments:  “We have seen three $20M+ companies, all in the Outsell top 10 for this segment, get acquired 

the last few months.  The market continues to get more top heavy with a few big players and a long tail at the 

lower end with many small companies with revenues of less than $5M.”   Source:  Gartner Press Release / 

Outsell Insight  

 

 

file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Bartel/My%20Documents/AA-BIIA%202009-12-15/Newsletter/2010%20FEBRUARY/110%20WBW_09-September_2009%5b1%5d.pdf
http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1272013
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M&A  -  DIVESTITURES  -  ALLIANCES 
 

S&P AND EXPERIAN ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC ALLIANCE TO PROVIDE 

CONSUMER CREDIT DATA ON COLLATERAL IN SECURITIZED LOANS 

Standard & Poor's Fixed Income Risk Management Services (FIRMS), an analytics and research unit 

separate from S&P‟s ratings business, and Experian®, the global information services company, today 

announced a strategic alliance to improve transparency in the securitized loan market.  S&P and Experian 

Capital Markets will collaborate on integrating Experian‟s extensive credit data and analytics with FIRMS 

securitized loan data and models, with a particular focus on the individual loans that are packaged in mortgage-

backed securities. 

The alliance will provide investors worldwide with more detailed information on the underlying loans in US 

mortgage-backed securities by combining Experian‟s consumer credit data and analytics and S&P‟s loan level 

data products. In the first step of the partnership Experian Capital Markets will connect consumer credit 

information and attributes to S&P‟s US RMBS Edition loan level data feed product.  

“Securitized loan investors need to be able to drill down to the foundation of each individual loan in their portfolios 

to gain a truly comprehensive picture of their risk exposures,” said David Goldstein, managing director, Fixed 

Income Risk Management Services, Standard & Poor‟s.  “Through our partnership with Experian, we will be able 

to provide investors with an amazing level of granularity on the fundamental risks in each loan and the ability to 

benchmark their portfolios against this data.”    Source:  Experian 

 

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE 
 

JORDAN, EDMISTON GROUP APPOINTS CO-PRESIDENTS 

Wilma Jordan, Chairman and CEO of The Jordan, Edmiston Group, Inc. (“JEGI”), announced today the 

appointment of Scott Peters and Tolman Geffs as Co-Presidents of JEGI, the New York-based investment bank 

serving the media, information, marketing services and related technology sectors. 

Mr. Peters joined JEGI in 1997 and was appointed Managing Director in 1999. Since then, he has managed more 

than 80 transactions for JEGI, covering a wide array of business information, consumer media, marketing 

services, and online media companies. He currently serves as a Media & Entertainment Sector advisor to The 

New York City Investment Fund and serves on the Advisory Board of Columbia Business School‟s Social 

Enterprise Program. 

Mr. Geffs joined JEGI in 2004 and has played a key role in expanding JEGI‟s coverage of media-related Internet 

and technology companies. While at JEGI, Mr. Geffs has managed numerous transactions for online media, 

interactive marketing services, and technology companies, as well as broader media businesses seeking to 

expand in high growth new media markets. Mr. Geffs brings a unique combination of experience to his role as a 

media banker, having begun his career in the M&A department of Lehman Brothers, consulted for media 

companies with McKinsey & Company and held a series of senior executive positions in media companies. 

The Jordan, Edmiston Group, Inc. (JEGI) of New York, NY is the leading provider of independent investment 

banking services for media, information, marketing services and related technologies. Source: www.jegi.com 

 

 

http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?et=1102940239092&s=15794&e=0013zeOe7wvayfhrBWOuy1X191y6U7Gsz5qzoyTKDnFzbVdOlSgGFIfG1CMk5DCppe3g36LdfJbNP3iHjhFIBrVu5AWHxh9C9R1Fam5ZE99u6U=
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE 
 

TINUBU SQUARE BOARD APPOINTMENT 

Tinubu Square has appointed Juergen Gerke to its Board of Directors.  Gerke is Chief Financial Officer and 

Member of the Executive Committee of Allianz France.  He joined Alliance SE, Munich in 2006 as Executive Vice 

President and Member of the Executive Committee to supervise the AGF Group and prepares its integration into 

Allianz.   Prior to joining Alliance he held executive positions at the Dresdner Bank and Hermes Credit Insurance.   

Source: Tinubu Square 

SHAKE UP AT DOW JONES 

Todd Larsen 

In a top-management shake-up, Todd Larsen, the former head of 

consumer business, was named president of the company.  

As president of Dow Jones, Mr. Larsen will lead the business operations of the 

Journal, Newswires, Factiva and other products, including advertising, sales, 

marketing and product development. Prior to this year, he was chief operating officer 

of the Consumer Media Group where he was responsible for strategy, business 

development, financial management and day-to-day operations of the unit. 

Previously, he had been president of what Dow Jones then called the Consumer 

Electronic Publishing business, which included WSJ.com and other online 

businesses. He joined Dow Jones in 1999 from Booz Allen & Hamilton. 

Clare Hart 

Clare Hart, the president of the Enterprise Media Group, which includes 

Dow Jones Factiva and Newswires, departed the company after 25 years. 

The Enterprise Media Group has contributed a sizable chunk of the 

company's net income over recent years.  In the enterprise-oriented 

licensed content aggregation market the established players like Factiva, 

Nexis, and Dialog have been under considerable pressure, from both 

general search engines directing users to free web content and from smaller 

more nimble aggregators using new technology platforms to deliver similar 

offerings at considerably less cost.  

Source: Silicon Alley Insider 

EXPERIAN APPOINTS TELECOMS MARKET HEAD FOR EMEA 

Experian
®
 announced the appointment of Tim Barber as Telecoms Market Director for EMEA. Tim is responsible 

for driving Experian‟s telecoms market strategy across the organization‟s broad portfolio of products and services 

in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.  Prior to his appointment Tim Barber has held senior sales and marketing 

positions for organizations including Amdocs, SurfKitchen, SmartTrust and Nortel Networks. 

Experian has a strong heritage in the telecoms sector. Eight of the top 10 mobile operators in EMEA are Experian 

clients, relying on the data, software and analytics from the company‟s credit and marketing services portfolios.   

Source:  Experian Press Release 

 

http://www.businessinsider.com/clare-jones-dow-jones-falling-star-2010-1
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE 
 

BAIDU ANNOUNCES MANAGEMENT CHANGES 

Mr. Haoyu Shen, vice president of business operations, has been promoted to senior vice president.  Haoyu 

Shen joined Baidu in 2007 and has led the planning and execution of the company's search engine marketing 

platform and associated business alliances. 

Mr. Zhan Wang, senior director of business products, has been promoted to vice president.  Zhan Wang joined 

Baidu in 2000 and has been a key driver of the company's commercial product developments. 

"Haoyu and Zhan have proven track records in driving our business success and I am excited to see them make 

further contributions in their expanded roles," said Robin Li, Baidu's chairman and chief executive officer. "We 

thank Peng for his contributions to the company over the last two years and wish him all the best in his future 

endeavors," Mr. Li added.  

At the same time Baidu also announced the resignation of Chief Operating Officer Dr. Peng Ye.  Dr. Ye's 

resignation is due to personal reasons.   In addition on January 20
th

 Baidu announced that Chief Technology 

Officer Mr. Yinan Li has resigned from the company for personal reason.  Li was with the company only for 14 

months, and his departure was announced in a two-sentence statement which comes at the heel of the departure 

of the COO Dr. Peng Ye.  It‟s unclear what is going on at Baidu, but two senior managers resigning in ten days 

could be interpreted as a sign of trouble.   

Source: Baidu Press Release 

WOLTERS KLUWER APPOINTS CIO FOR GLOBAL SHARED SERVICES EUROPE  

Alphen aan den Rijn (January 18, 2010) – Wolters Kluwer announced the appointment of Peter Cook as Chief 

Information Officer (CIO) for the company‟s European Global Shared Services (GSS) organization, effective 

immediately. In this role, Mr. Cook will be in charge of Wolters Kluwer‟s global IT infrastructure, and he will 

oversee the European GSS‟ IT activities, including managing the IT portfolio across Europe. 

Mr. Cook is a very seasoned CIO with a great deal of international and industry relevant experience. Before 

joining Wolters Kluwer, Mr. Cook held the position of CIO Europe and most recently, Global CIO for Application 

Development at Nielsen. Mr. Cook also has extensive applications experience and excellent infrastructure 

knowledge, which he gained through various senior IT functions at AC Nielsen, Burmah Castrol, and ExxonMobil. 

Source: Wolters Kluwer Press Release 
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